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Explanations of Health/Wellbeing and Illness/Disease

Textbook materials:


Video: Split Horn: Journey of a Hmong Shaman (Taggart Siegel and Jim McSilver, producers. Filmmakers Library, 2001; 55 mins.)

Video: Latah: A Culture-Specific Elaboration of the Startle Reflex (Ronald C. Simons, director; Gunter Pfaff, filmmaker; 1996, 38 mins.)

Video: Doctors of Two Worlds (Natasha Solomons, director; 1989, 55 mins)

Articles useful for Medical Ecological explanations of disease:
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**Articles useful for Ethnomedical explanations of illness:**
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**Ethnographies and studies:**

*See also:* Taylor, J. *The Story Catches You and You Fall Down: Tragedy, Ethnography and 'Cultural Competence.*' Medical Anthropology Quarterly 17(2):159.